Phage display antibody-based proteomic device using resonance-enhanced detection.
The combination of phage display antibody arrays with a novel nanotransducer technique based on resonant nanoparticles in a nanosandwiched film enables the sensitive parallel screening of proteins. Using the resonance of nanoparticles with their induced mirror dipoles in a thin-film structure, limitations of fluorophores, such as unspecific background and nonvisibility to the eye, can be overcome, thereby leading to an optical signal significantly more sensitive than that of standard colloid techniques. The signal can be both directly observed as a color change of a microdot at the sensor surface and tuned throughout the visible range of the spectrum. Here we report the application of an optical chip using scFv-antibody-antigen interactions. Artificial scFv-antibodies against a variety of proteins, including yeast enzymes and bovine serum albumin (as a standard), were constructed via Phage Display. These scFv-antibodies were then coated onto metal nanoclusters and bound to their antigens that were arrayed as nanodroplets at the resonance layer of the chip. ScFv-Antibody-antigen interaction resulted in a visible array of microdots. Using resonance-enhanced absorption, the absorption signal of the spots was amplified by one to two orders of magnitude (compared to colloid-based techniques). For quantitative analysis, either an 8-micron scanner or a CCD camera (resolution 4 microns) was employed to gain direct-reflection spectra rather than unspecific scatter data (prone to dust and unspecific interaction). Our results demonstrate that this device enables high-throughput proteomics to overcome some limitations of fluorescence, enzyme labels, and colloid techniques.